Enless Wireless, a major manufacturer
of wireless products (M2M and IoT)
dedicated to energy efficiency applications in buildings.

Guide to the various
technologies

This guide will help provide
you with all the information
you need to be able to
choose the most suitable
radio protocol for your
requirements.

At Enless we use different of radio protocols for
our sensors and it can sometimes be difficult for
new users to find their way around... We currently
use three distinct radio protocols:
Wireless M-Bus, Sigfox and LoRa(WAN).
Which technology is best for what you need and
what are the advantages of one technology over
another? We will try an provide answers to those
questions here.
First of all, bear in mind that Enless sensors operate by radio and autonomously. The use of radio
transmitters makes sense when installing cables
is difficult and/or too expensive. Enless transmitters do not need wiring and are powered by
replaceable batteries.
Bearing this in mind, when you want to collect
data over a radio architecture, there are a number
of questions need to be considered:

What are my requirements? Is it simply to feedback data from various types of sensors and
to display the values (temperature, air quality,
consumption rates, etc.)? Or do I need to use the
data for actions to regulate certain elements within the building?
Are the data going to be processed locally? Is the
site in question already equipped with a PLC?
Can I pass the data through a remotely accessible Cloud?
Is the site in question large? Are the radio points
in question far from each other or all close to
each other?
Based on your answers to these questions, we
can identify the best radio protocol for you to use.

At Enless we put
the radio protocols used
into two main families.

Private radio
protocols

IoT
protocols
Use in operator network mode
Use in private network mode

>>

01
Private radio
protocols
(Wireless M-bus and LoRa)
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01
Private radio
protocols
Wireless M-Bus
and LoRa

These protocols are
recommended in
the following cases:
• I already have a PLC on the site
• I want to collect the data using
Modbus or BACnet
• I need to regulate elements on the site
• I want to set up a proprietorial solution
that does not require a subscription
• I don’t want my data to go through a Cloud

What does that mean?
Put simply these protocols allow you to create a point-to-point radio architecture. This means that
the transmitters send the data by radio to a receiver, subject to distance limitations. The receiver
stores the data from the transmitters, it is then usually connected to a PLC. The PLC then retrieves
the data stored by the receiver for processing.

Enless products/services:
At Enless, for both Wireless M-Bus and LoRa, we use powerful radio protocols with long radio ranges (around 3km
distance in open field).

Areas of application:
These two technologies are suited for monitoring applications
in large buildings or on industrial sites. These are different from
home automation radio protocols (e.g.: EnOcean, KNX, ZigBee,
etc.) which generally have very limited radio distance ranges.
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How does it work?
Wireless M-Bus and LoRa private radio protocols
At a quick glance, there doesn’t seem much difference between these two protocols.
Whilst the principle for use is exactly the same, there are nevertheless a number of
differences between these two product ranges from Enless.

Examples of point-to-point radio architectures
using Wireless M-Bus

Examples of point-to-point radio architectures
using LoRa
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Comparison of Enless
product ranges for
private protocols
The specific features of each range of private radio protocol products
available from Enless are highlighted in the following table.

Wireless M-Bus

LoRa

169MHz

868MHz

Approximately 3 km in open field

Approximately 3 km in open field

Ease of installation

++

++++

Products available

+++

+++

Battery life

+++

++++

Modbus RTU RS232 / RS485

Modbus RTU RS232 / RS485
Modbus IP
BACnet IP / MSTP

Frequency used
Range

Receiver protocol(s)

Other communication
modes possible

No

Prices

€€

Yes
Possibility of using the
equipment in the LoRaWAN
mode (see below)

€€€
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02
IoT
protocols
(Sigfox and LoRaWAN)
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02

IoT protocols
Sigfox and
LoRaWAN
Use in operator network mode

These protocols are
recommended in
the following cases:
• I don’t have a PLC on the site
• I don’t need to regulate anything
on the site
• I need to be able to have easy and
remote access to the data from
the sensors
• It is not an issue if the data goes
through a Cloud

What does that mean?
Sigfox and LoRaWAN are the two IoT networks around the world. These protocols are dedicated to
transfers of very small amounts of data, and the costs of the subscriptions for operating devices
on the Sigfox and LoRaWAN networks are therefore also very low.

The various networks
The Sigfox network is available through different operators around the world.
See Sigfox coverage and list of various operators
The LoRaWAN network is available through different operators around the world.
See LoRaWAN coverage and list of various operators

Enless products/services:
Enless provides a range of Sigfox network compatible products and a range
of LoRaWAN network compatible products.
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How does it work?
Sigfox and LoRaWAN IoT protocols
Once the transmitters are installed in the zone covered by an operator (Sigfox or LoRaWAN)
and subject to a subscription with that operator, the Enless transmitters send their data to
the operator’s Cloud. The data are stored on the Cloud and can then be processed on data
visualisation platforms.

Examples of Sigfox
architectures

Examples of LoRaWAN
architectures
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Use in operator
network mode
Sigfox and LoRaWAN IoT protocols
To use an operator network Sigfox or
LoRaWAN architecture, you therefore need:

01

02

Sensors that are
compatible with
that IoT network

A subscription
with the chosen
operator for each
sensor to be
installed

03
Access to the
operator’s Cloud
(supplied by the
operator with the
subscription
purchase)

04
A data
visualisation
platform for the
editing of the
Cloud data

Enless only supplies the sensor part (1), not the subscriptions or Cloud parts
(2 and 3), and not the data visualisation platform (4).

If you are looking for an end-to-end solution, we can put you in touch with
an integrator who will be able to manage the complete value chain, from the
sensor to the visualisation of the data.
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02
The LoRaWAN protocol
also gives you the
possibility of building a
private network
Use in private network mode

These protocols are
recommended in the
following cases:
• You have a large number of
transmitters on a site and it would
be better to centralise the data on a
gateway in private mode. This gets
around the need to buy an operator
subscription for each transmitter.
• The quality of the operator’s
network is poor on site. Rural areas
are generally less well covered by
the Sigfox and LoRaWAN networks.
Deep-indoor (basement) applications are also generally subject
to weaker coverage by operator
networks.

What does that mean?
Unlike Sigfox, LoRaWAN technology has the advantage that it can be used to build a private network.
In this case, the data from the transmitters are not sent to the Operator’s Cloud (E.g.: Objenious or
Orange) but to a gateway that centralises the sensor data on a LoRaWAN Network Server.
The data can then be processed on data visualisation platforms.
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Use LoRaWAN
in private mode
To implement a private LoRaWAN architecture,
you therefore need:

01
LoRaWAN
compatible
sensors

02
A LoRaWAN
gateway to
centralise the data
from the sensors

03
A LoRaWAN
Network Server
(LNS) to store the
data from the
sensors

04
A data visualisation platform for
the editing of the
data held in the
LNS

Enless only supplies the sensor part (1), not the LoRaWAN gateway or the
LNS parts (2 and 3), and not the data visualisation platform (4).

If you are looking for an end-to-end solution, we can put you in touch with
an integrator who will be able to manage the complete value chain, from the
sensor to the visualisation of the data.
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Comparison of
IoT protocols
The specific features of each range of IoT products available from Enless
are highlighted in the following table.

Sigfox

LoRaWAN

868MHz – 920MHz

868MHz

Zones covered by
Enless products

Zone 1 (Europe, Middle East),
Zone 4 (LATAM, Asia Pacific)

Europe

Products available

++

+++

Depends on the operator
€€

Depends on the operator
€€

Battery life

++

++++

Option of
communication in
private mode

No

Yes

Frequency(s)
supported by Enless
equipment

Subscription cost in
operated mode

Other communication
modes possible

No

Prices

€€

Yes
Possibility of using the
equipment in LoRa mode
(see above)

€€€
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